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ECONbase
Access point to detailed information on 79 journals in
economics and finance: over 64,000 fully searchable
article titles including abstracts. Convenient entry point
to full text of each article in ScienceDirect.
ScienceDirect
Full text database of all Elsevier journals at
www.sciencedirect.com. Tailor-made licenses with
libraries and consortia ensure desk-top access for all
faculty and students.
Summary of contents and functionalities:
4 - 7 years of back file articles and the current year
building up.
• For quick scanning there is a "summary plus" of each
article: abstract, outline, graphics and linked
references in HTML.
• Each article both in PDF and HTML enables
searching through references and linking to full text
of cited articles in ScienceDirect© and those of
participating publishers within CrossRef©.
• Each article is linked to the abstract as available in
ECONlit© and other databases.
• Each article is provided with a citation history (cited
by) building up over time.
• ScienceDirect subscribers can search the complete
database of over 3 million articles and retrieve the
abstracts; there is a "pay per view" option for journals
not covered by the institute’s license.
New Developments:
• Subject Collections: electronic access to subject
collections is available at significant discounts to
ScienceDirect customers wishing to expand their
coverage.
• Historical back files of all economics journals are
available. Full text in PDF and searchable headers
including author names, abstracts and references in
HTML enabling linking to cited articles. Thus
ensuring integration with today’s published research –
backward and forward linking.
See: www.info.sciencedirect.com/backfiles
• Guest access enabling non-subscribers to "pay per
view".
Author Services:
• Manuscript tracking: Authors of accepted articles in
production with Elsevier can obtain online
information on the status of their manuscripts.
• Fast Publication: Prior to printing Elsevier will
publish accepted articles electronically in
ScienceDirect under "Articles in Press".
• Public Archive: Scirus is a new search engine
exclusively indexing academic and related web pages.
Scirus indexes any article published in an Elsevier
journal with a direct link to the full text in
ScienceDirect.
• Personal homepage: Scirus invites you to submit the
URL of your personal homepage.
Go to www.scirus.com
• Electronic submissions: Elsevier is gradually
introducing the possibility to submit manuscripts
electronically. Go to www.authors.elsevier.com for
more details.
Contents Alert Economics ensures that upon
publication details of your article are distributed to
21,000 economists.
ECONbooks
Provides details on full program and contact
information for authors and editors.
Handbooks in Economics
Under the editorship of Kenneth J. Arrow and
Michael D. Intriligator the series has published 51
Handbook volumes. Most recent titles are Handbook
of Game Theory with Economic Applications (editors:
R.J. Aumann and S. Hart), Handbook of Social
Choice and Welfare  (editors: K.J. Arrow,
A.K. Sen and K. Suzumura).
Go to www.elsevier.com/locate/hes for -
(a) the introduction to each of the > 650 chapters,
(b) introductory chapters to each individual
Handbook, (c) biographies of editors and authors, or
(d) search the complete site for authors, keywords.
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